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SiO depletion in low-Ṁ oxygen-rich AGB stars as

seen by Herschel

T. Khouri, L. B. F. M. Waters, A. de Koter, L. Decin, M. Maercker, M. Min, R.
Lombaert

To be submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics

Abstract

During the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase, stars of low- and intermediate-
masses (between 0.8 and 8 M⊙) present strong winds that strip the stellar core of its
hydrogen envelope on timescales of millions of years. The wind-driving mechanism
is not completely understood, especially so for oxygen-rich AGB stars, which have
a carbon-to-oxygen ratio lower than one. We aim to obtain observational constrains
that help improve our understanding of the dust formation process and wind-driving
mechanism in oxygen-rich AGB stars. We characterize the circumstellar environ-
ment of two low-Ṁ oxygen-rich AGB stars, R Dor and R Cas, and compare these to
the properties obtained for a similar source, W Hya. The dusty and the gaseous en-
velopes are modelled consistently and in a similar way for the three sources, using
state-of-the-art radiative transfer codes. The gas model is constrained by Herschel
observations of CO and SiO transitions, while the dust model is obtained from fits
to the ISO spectra. We are particularly interested in studying the dust forming el-
ements: aluminum, calcium, and, especially, silicon as we can also constrain the
gas-phase abundance of this element. We find that a gravitationally bound dust
shell of amorphous Al2O3 grains can account for all the excess emission associated
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5 SiO depletion in low-mass-loss rate oxygen-rich AGB stars

with this dust species for all sources. Together with constraints set by the gas-phase
model this suggests that most of the amorphous Al2O3 emission seen from AGB stars
does not come from the wind. Our dust- and gas-phase model for R Dor (as that for
W Hya) show very small silicon depletion and can account for all the silicon expected
in a wind with solar composition. For R Cas, a large part (about three-quarters) of the
silicon is not accounted for. We conclude that these atoms are probably locked-up in
silicate grains and not visible in the ISO spectrum.

5.1 Introduction

During the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase low- and intermediate-mass stars
(0.8 − 8M ⊙) eject mass into the interstellar medium through slow (υ∞ ∼ 10 km s−1)
and dense (Ṁ ≈ 10−8

− 10−4 M⊙ year−1) winds. The mass lost in this phase con-
tributes to the chemical enrichment of galaxies as convective motions bring material
modified by nucleosynthesis from the stellar interior to the surface in events known
as dredge-ups.

Our qualitative picture of the driving mechanism for the AGB mass loss consists
of a two-step wind process. First, pulsations increase the density scale-height of the
atmosphere and dust grains may condense in the cool outer layers. Once these solid
particles are present, they can absorb or scatter stellar photons and momentum is
transferred from the stellar radiation field to the dust particles. Due to this radiation
pressure the grains are accelerated outwards. The gas which is less susceptible to
radiation pressure is dragged along with the dust via collisions. Despite this basic
understanding of the mass-loss process, many aspects of the physics and chemistry
involved still need to be elucidated.

Woitke (2006) concluded that in oxygen-rich AGB stars, in which the atmo-
spheric C/O ratio is less than unity, the dust species that can condense close to the
star do not supply sufficient absorption opacity to establish the wind. Mainly oxides
and silicates are detected in the dust thermal emission of these stars but the species
which have high absorption cross-sections reach too high temperatures and cannot
survive in the region where the flow initiates. Höfner (2008) suggested that the opac-
ity needed for the wind driving could come from photon scattering by large (0.3µm),
translucent grains, which would be able to survive close to the star. This scenario was
supported by observations of a sample of AGB stars that revealed grains in the range
of radii required by the model of Höfner (Norris et al. 2012). The composition of the
grains, however, could not be determined from the observations and remains an open
question.

Characterizing the inner wind of AGB stars where acceleration takes place, un-
veiling the dust-formation region and identifying the species responsible for the driv-
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ing is paramount for advancing our understanding of AGB mass loss and is the topic
of intense study (e.g. Woitke 2006; Höfner 2008; Bladh et al. 2013; Karovicova et al.
2013; Gail et al. 2013; Dell’Agli et al. 2014; Khouri et al. 2014c). The dust species
expected to play a role are Al2O3 and silicate grains. The presence of amorphous
Al2O3 grains very close to the star (at ∼ 2 R⋆) is supported by both observations
(e.g. Verhoelst et al. 2006; Zhao-Geisler et al. 2011; Sacuto et al. 2013; Karovicova
et al. 2013) and predictions (e.g. Woitke 2006; Dell’Agli et al. 2014). However, dust
emission models that account for this dust species often require highly super-solar
aluminum abundances in the wind to reproduce the observations (e.g Karovicova
et al. 2013; Khouri et al. 2014c). In an attempt to solve this problem, Khouri et al.
(2014c) modeled the dusty wind of W Hya, a low-Ṁ, oxygen-rich AGB star. Intro-
ducing a gravitationally bound dust shell (GBDS) which is responsible for most of
the amorphous Al2O3 emission. By separating the observed thermal dust emission
of the amorphous Al2O3 grains from that of the other grains in the wind, the large
abundance discrepancy can be solved. Khouri et al. were able to measure the abun-
dance of the main Si-bearing gas phase molecule, SiO, in the wind of W Hya and of
the abundance of Si in silicates. These two reservoirs of Si can, within uncertainties,
account for the expected amount of Si in the wind, assuming a solar abundance of Si.

Data secured using the Herschel satellite are particularly useful for this endeavor,
as high-excitation lines which form close to the star were observed by the instruments
onboard the spacecraft.

The analysis of W Hya leaves many questions still open. In particular, no unique
identification of the dust species responsible for driving the wind could be estab-
lished. It is therefore important to study other oxygen-rich AGB stars that show
amorphous Al2O3 emission to investigate if the model for W Hya is more universally
applicable and to look for evidences on the nature of the dust grains driving the winds.
In this paper, we extend the work of Khouri et al. (2014c) on W Hya by studying the
two other stars in the HIFISTARS (PI Bujarrabal, Menten et al. 2010) sample that
have dust spectra similar to W Hya: R Dor and R Cas. These stars have mass-loss
rates that are somewhat smaller (R Dor) and larger (R Cas) than that of W Hya. Other
stellar properties as well as the available observational data sets make these two stars
well suited to compare to W Hya. We adopt the same wind structure as obtained
by Khouri et al. in our dust models, i.e. a GBDS that contains amorphous Al2O3

and an outflow in which silicate emission is produced. We constrain the gas-phase
wind of both sources by modeling molecular emission observed by Herschel and the
dusty wind by fitting the infrared continuum excess. For R Dor scattered light im-
ages are also available and we include these in our modelling. We compare the three
sources (W Hya, R Dor, and R Cas) in search of similarities and differences that may
shed light on the wind driving mechanism and overall envelope structure of low-Ṁ
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5 SiO depletion in low-mass-loss rate oxygen-rich AGB stars

Table 5.1: Assumed distance to each source and the derived temperature and luminosity for the black-
body curves shown in Fig. 5.3. The ratios between the flux values at 10 µm and 14 µm in the stellar-
continuum-divided ISO spectra, F10/F14, are also given.

Source D Tbb L F10/F14

[pc] [K] [L⊙] -

o Cet 107 2300 7040 1.44
TX Cam 380 2300 13000 1.36
R Cas 106 2100 2080 0.90
W Hya 78 2500 5400 0.76
R Dor 59 3000 8650 0.72

oxygen-rich AGB stars. A component of this comparison is an analysis of the overall
silicon budget by studying the main Si-bearing wind components, gas-phase SiO and
silicate dust.

We set out by presenting a morphological comparison of the three sources mod-
elled by us with two oxygen-rich AGB stars in the HIFISTARS sample: o Cet and
TX Cam. In Section 5.3 we give introductory information on R Dor and R Cas and
present the dataset used to constrain our models. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 are devoted to
our dust and gas models, respectively, for the two sources. In Section 5.6 we discuss
our results and a summary is presented in the final section.

5.2 Comparison between the low-mass-loss rate oxygen-rich

sources in the HIFISTARS sample

Six oxygen-rich AGB stars with dust emission spectra (i.e. low-Ṁ sources) were ob-
served in the context of the HIFISTARS programme: R Dor, W Hya, o Cet, R Cas,
IK Tau, and TX Cam. We exclude IK Tau from the comparisons presented here be-
cause it was not observed by ISO. In Fig. 5.1 the ISO spectra of the five sources
are shown together with the assumed black-body stellar continuum; in Fig. 5.2 we
compare the stellar-continuum-divided spectrum. The distance, stellar temperature
and luminosity used for the five sources are given in Table 5.1.

As shown in Fig. 5.2, the five spectra differ strongly in shape. The difference
seen is commonly attributed to the relative importance of amorphous Al2O3 and sil-
icate emission to the total dust excess (e.g. Lorenz-Martins & Pompeia 2000; Heras
& Hony 2005). We use the fluxes at 10 µm and 14 µm in the stellar-continuum di-
vided spectrum as proxies of silicate and amorphous Al2O3 emission, respectively.
We separate the stars in two classes using the ratio between flux values at 10 µm and
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Figure 5.1: The ISO SWS spectra of W Hya (solid red line), R Dor multiplied by 3 (short-dashed black
line), R Cas multiplied by 0.5 (long-dashed green line), o Cet multiplied by 0.03 (purple line), and TX
Cam multiplied by 0.02 (light-blue line). The assumed stellar black-body spectra are also plotted for
the three sources with the same colors and multiplied by the same factors as the SWS data.

14 µm in the continuum divided spectra, F10/F14: those that show a mixture of amor-
phous Al2O3 and silicate emission, with F10/F14 < 1 (W Hya, R Dor, and R Cas) and
those that have spectra dominated by silicate emission, with F10/F14 > 1 (o Cet and
TX Cam). Despite the apparent differences in dust content, silicate emission (taken
to be given by the flux levels at 10 µm and 18 µm in Fig. 5.2) increases from R Dor
to W Hya to R Cas to o Cet to TX Cam.

We can compare this apparent trend in the silicate dust content to the gas-phase
silicon abundance, which can be probed using the J = 16 − 15 SiO transition mea-
sured by HIFI. In Fig. 5.3, the SiO lines were divided by the line strength of transition
J = 6 − 5 of CO of the given source, and normalized to the resulting peak-value ob-
tained for R Dor. The CO line strengths are used as a rough estimate of the mass-loss
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Figure 5.2: ISO SWS stellar-continuum-divided spectra of W Hya (red line), R Dor (black line), R Cas
(green line), o Cet (purple line), and TX Cam (light-blue line). The vertical, grey dashed lines mark the
expected position of the silicate features at 9.7 µm and 18 µm.

rate, therefore the ratio between the SiO and CO transitions reflects the SiO abun-
dance. The data indicates that the SiO gas-phase abundance decreases from R Dor
to W Hya to R Cas to o Cet to TX Cam, opposite to the trend in silicate emission
strength. This suggests that the depletion of silicon from the gas- to the solid-phase
can indeed be probed using these two observables: SiO molecular lines and silicate
emission.

Based on the simple considerations done here, the dust emission from the cir-
cumstellar envelope of R Cas seems to require an important amorphous Al2O3 com-
ponent, as for W Hya and R Dor. The fact that the dust spectrum of R Cas is not
strongly dominated by silicates as is the case for o Cet and TX Cam seems at odds
with the gas mass-loss rate reported for R Cas in literature, which is usually found
to be between those of o Cet and TX Cam (De Beck et al. 2010). In this sense, the
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Figure 5.3: HIFI trace of the SiO J = 16 − 15 transition for W Hya (solid red line), R Dor (short-
dashed black line), R Cas (long-dashed green line), o Cet (shifted by -60 km s−1, dotted purple line),
and TX Cam (shifted by -60 km s−1, dotted-dashed light-blue line). The observations were divided by
the integrated line strength of the CO J = 6 − 5 transition and normalized to the resulting peak-value
obtained for R Dor to estimate a distance independent relative SiO emission, K.

gas mass-loss rate and silicon depletion seen from R Cas seems to contrast its dust
spectrum with strong important amorphous Al2O3 emission. We remind the reader
that because of the high optical-depths of the SiO lines and the uncertainties involved
in using one CO transition as a mass-loss proxy, a quantitative comparison between
the sources can only be done with proper radiative transfer modelling of both the
CO and SiO emission lines. From this point on in this paper, we focus on obtaining
such quantitative models for the three sources that show an important contribution of
amorphous Al2O3 emission in their dust spectrum: W Hya, R Dor, and R Cas.

5.2.1 W Hya, R Dor, and R Cas

As shown in Fig. 5.4, the three sources have dust spectra that seem to arise from
combinations of underlying features that are common to all of them but that are seen
in each one with different relative strengths. The dust species usually considered
to reproduce the features seen in spectra similar to these are: amorphous Al2O3,
silicates, and magnesium-iron-oxides (e.g. Lorenz-Martins & Pompeia 2000; Speck
et al. 2000; Heras & Hony 2005). The feature at about 10µm is associated with sili-
cate dust species. The peak at 20µm is usually attributed to magnesium-iron oxides
(e.g. Cami 2002; Heras & Hony 2005). This feature has a similar shape in the spectra
of W Hya and R Cas but displays a sharper peak in the spectrum of R Dor. The peak
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Figure 5.4: ISO SWS stellar-continuum-subtracted spectra of W Hya (solid red line), R Dor (short-
dashed black line) and R Cas (long-dashed green line). The vertical, grey dashed lines mark the expected
position of the silicate features at 9.7 µm and 18 µm.

at 30µm might be explained by calcium-bearing species (Glaccum 1999; Sloan et al.
2003b; Khouri et al. 2014c). The spectrum of W Hya in the 16 − 35µm region was
successfully modeled with Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 by Khouri et al. (2014c). The emis-
sion inbetween the 20µm and 30µm peaks is relatively strong for R Cas and becomes
progressively weaker for W Hya and R Dor. The contrast of the 30µm feature to the
neighboring continuum is larger for lower values of the 25 µm flux.

The 13µm feature, which has not yet been identified, is also seen in the three
spectra. Speck (1998) argues that SiO2 particles might be the carrier, while Kozasa
& Sogawa (1997b) suggest that it could be produced by grains composed of a silicate
mantle and an Al2O3 core. Other authors have suggested it to be due to crystalline
aluminum oxides, either crystalline corundum (α-Al2O3) or spinel (MgAl2O4) (see
Posch et al. 1999; Zeidler et al. 2013, and references therein). The feature is very
strong in R Dor, is less prominent in W Hya and very weak in the spectrum of R Cas.

5.3 Sources and dataset

5.3.1 R Dor

The period of the semi-regular variable R Doradus varies between two pulsation
modes of 362 and 175 days on a time-scale of roughly 1000 days (Bedding et al.
1998). The distance determined from its Hipparcos parallax is 62 ± 3 pc (Perryman
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& ESA 1997b), in good agreement with the value adopted by us of 59 pc (Knapp
et al. 2003) and that found by Bedding et al. (1997) using aperture-masking in the
near-infrared, 61 ± 7 pc.

Heras & Hony (2005) studied the dust thermal excess using the infrared satellite
observatory (ISO, Kessler et al. 1996) spectrum and found the chemical composition
to be 42% amorphous Al2O3, 42% Ca2Al2SiO7, 12% Mg0.1Fe0.9O and 4% MgAl2O4,
assuming all species to be in thermal contact. The dust condensation radius and dust
condensation temperature were found to be respectively 17.5 R⋆ and 600 K. Norris
et al. (2012) attained polarimetric interferometry of R Dor and modeled the data using
a population of large (∼ 0.3µm) grains in a thin shell located at 1.6 R⋆. The nature of
these large grains cannot be constrained from the observations but the authors suggest
Mg2SiO4 or, alternatively, Al2O3 particles.

The low-excitation CO and SiO lines from R Dor have been studied by Olofs-
son et al. (2002) and Maercker et al. (2008) and González Delgado et al. (2003a)
and Schöier et al. (2004), respectively. The gas mass-loss rates reported from CO
modeling by both studies are about 10−7 M⊙ year−1. Olofsson et al. (2002) experi-
enced difficulties when fitting the line-shapes of the low-excitation transitions. The
models predict these to have double-peaked line profiles, but such shapes are not
observed. The authors could improve the fit by considering a relatively small CO
envelope (extending up to re ∼ 5 × 1015 cm) and a higher mass-loss rate (Ṁ =
3×10−7 M⊙year−1). The small radius could be due to either strong photo-dissociation
by the interstellar ultraviolet radiation field or variable mass loss. Schöier et al. (2004)
resolved the SiO pure rotational transition J = 2 − 1 in the ground-vibrational level
with the Australian Telescope Compact Array and found evidence of two distinct
regions in the envelope. An inner region (around ∼ 1.2 × 1015 cm) with a high
SiO abundance (of 4 × 10−5 molecules relative to H2) and an outer region (around
∼ 3.3 × 1015 cm) with a low abundance (3 × 10−6). The authors interpreted the
strong decrease in abundance as a freeze-out of the molecules from the gas-phase
onto solids. The fit obtained by González Delgado et al. (2003a) for the J = 6 − 5,
5 − 4, 3 − 2 and 2 − 1 SiO lines observed with SEST applied a constant SiO abun-
dance of 5× 10−6, which Schöier et al. (2004) show does not fit the spatially resolved
data very well.

5.3.2 R Cas

R Cas is a Mira-type variable with a period of 431 days (Kukarkin et al. 1969). Its
Hipparcos distance is 107 ± 13 pc (Perryman & ESA 1997b). Alternative distance
estimates range from the Hipparcos result up to 220 pc (Knapp & Chang 1985).
Haniff et al. (1995) found a distance of 160 pc from period-luminosity relations and
Vlemmings et al. (2003) obtained 176 pc from VLBI observations. In this work, we
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adopt the value measured by Hipparcos.
The mass-loss rate of R Cas has been extensively studied using low-excitation

CO lines (Jup ≤ 4) (Knapp & Chang 1985; González Delgado et al. 2003a; Maercker
et al. 2008). The obtained values correspond to ∼ 5 × 10−7 M⊙ year−1 when scaled
to a CO abundance of 4 × 10−4 relative to H2. Interferometric maps obtained with
the Plateau de Bure Interferometer and presented by Castro-Carrizo et al. (2010) of
CO J = 1 − 0 and 2 − 1 show structures that can be associated with mass-loss rate
variations. Schöier et al. (2011b) modeled the CO J = 1− 0 transition visibilities and
fitted the observations with a present-day high mass-loss rate phase, that has lasted
for roughly 200 years, and two lower mass-loss rate phases that ended 500 and 1200
years ago. For such a mass-loss history the present-day wind is expected to be traced
by CO ground vibrational state transitions with Jup ≥ 6.

Hofmann et al. (2000) observed R Cas with the Russian 6 m telescope at the Spe-
cial Astrophysical Observatory and found the radius and effective temperature of the
star to be 377 R⊙ (assuming a distance of 107 pc) and ∼ 1900 K, at near-minimum
phase. Haniff et al. (1995) obtained a black-body temperature of 2200 K from pho-
tometric observations. They found values of the angular diameter at different wave-
lengths that agree with those found by Hofmann et al. (2000).

The SiO emission of R Cas was studied by Lucas et al. (1992) from interferomet-
ric data and by González Delgado et al. (2003a) from spatially unresolved observa-
tions. Both studies were based on transition ν = 0, J = 2 − 1. González Delgado
et al. (2003a) derived an SiO abundance relative to H2 of 7 × 10−6 and an SiO enve-
lope radius of ∼ 1016 cm. The size of the envelope is in agreement with observations
by Lucas et al. (1992).

5.3.3 Methods

The basic structure of the dust envelope was considered to be similar to that for
W Hya (Khouri et al. 2014c), which consists of a GBDS and an outflow. The GBDS
was invoked by the authors to explain the amorphous Al2O3 thermal emission and
is placed close to the star in the region where the wind has not yet been initiated.
The grains in the GBDS are considered to be static and, as for the dust particles in
the wind, have their temperature determined from radiative transfer calculations. The
large grains used to fit the scattered light fractions observed for W Hya and R Dor
can in principle be either part of the GBDS or of the flow (see Sect. 5.4.1). From the
outer edge of the GBDS the wind is launched and accelerated to a terminal velocity
υ∞ following a β-type velocity profile. To calculate the opacities of the dust grains,
we used the distribution of hollow spheres approximation (DHS, Min et al. 2003)
for the particles shapes. Adopted particles sizes will be given when the dust fits
are discussed. The dust models were compared to the ISO SWS spectra retrieved
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Table 5.2: Integrated line fluxes and uncertainties for the CO transitions observed with Herschel for
R Cas and R Dor. Jup, ν0, and Eup give the rotational quantum number of the upper level, the rest
frequency, and the excitation energy of the upper level, respectively. In Col. 3, we list the spectrograph
used for the observation: H = HIFI, P = PACS, or S = SPIRE. In Col. 5, the integrated flux and the
error associated with the measurement are given. The transitions whose fluxes are marked with the
superscript a suffer from blends with strong water transitions and were excluded from the modeling
procedure. Those marked with b were flagged as a blend from assessing the full-width half maximum
of the Gaussian fit.

Jup ν0 Instr. Eup Int. flux
[GHz] [K] [10−17 W/m2]

R Cas R Dor
4 461.04 S 55 6.7 ± 2 6.2 ± 1
5 576.27 S 83 8.4 ± 2 10.0 ± 2
6 691.47 S 116 12.0 ± 3 11.8 ± 2
6 691.47 H 116 12.0 ± 2 12.1 ± 2
7 806.65 S 155 12.9 ± 3 16.5 ± 3
7 806.65 H 155 - 13.8 ± 2
8 921.80 S 199 12.1 ± 3 18.0 ± 4
9 1036.91 S 249 15.4 ± 3 19.6 ± 4
10 1151.98 S 304 26.2a

± 6 37.1 ± 6
10 1151.98 H 304 17.2 ± 4 22.3 ± 4
11 1267.01 S 365 17.2 ± 5 23.1 ± 4
12 1381.99 S 431 15.1 ± 3 23.0 ± 4
13 1496.92 S 504 15.5 ± 8 24.9 ± 5
14 1611.79 P 581 14.4 ± 3 25.0 ± 4
15 1726.60 P 664 15.9 ± 3 33.1 ± 5
16 1841.34 P 752 16.8b

± 3 34.0 ± 5
16 1841.34 H 752 15.8 ± 4 23.1 ± 4
17 1956.02 P 846 16.7 ± 4 36.7 ± 6
18 2070.62 P 946 18.0 ± 8 45.2 ± 7
19 2185.13 P 1050 15.1 ± 4 44.7b

± 8
20 2299.57 P 1160 17.4b

± 4 16.8b
± 3

21 2413.92 P 1276 13.6 ± 3 39.9 ± 6
22 2528.17 P 1397 31.5a

± 5 121.5a
± 20

23 2642.33 P 1524 122.1a
± 20 305.4a

± 50
24 2756.39 P 1657 10.7 ± 2 66.1b

± 15
25 2870.34 P 1794 8.4 ± 2 30.0b

± 9
26 2984.18 P 1937 - -
27 3097.91 P 2086 - -
28 3211.52 P 2240 4.7 ± 2 84.5b

± 15
29 3325.00 P 2400 8.0 ± 2 30.9 ± 22
30 3438.36 P 2565 20.0 ± 6 36.6b

± 10
31 3664.68 P 2735 4.2 ± 3 38.3 ± 15

from the Sloan et al. (2003b) database. For R Dor, we also calculated scattered light
fractions and compared those to observations by Norris et al. (2012) at 1.04 µm and
2.06 µm.

Our modeling strategy consists of constraining first the distribution and compo-
sition of the dust in the envelopes of R Dor and R Cas using the continuum radiative
transfer code MCMax (Min et al. 2009). The stellar temperature and luminosity
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Table 5.3: Integrated line fluxes and uncertainties for the 28SiO transitions observed with Herschel for
R Cas and R Dor. The notation used is identical to that in Table 5.2.

Jup ν0 Instr. Eup Flux
[GHz] [K] [10−17 W m−2]

R Cas R Dor

11 477.50 S 137 1.2 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.8
12 520.88 S 162 1.5 ± 0.3 4.0 ± 0.9
12 520.88 H 162 - 4.1 ± 0.6
13 564.25 S 190 1.9 ± 0.4 5.1 ± 0.9
14 607.61 S 219 1.2 ± 0.3 5.4 ± 0.9
14 607.61 H 219 - 4.5 ± 0.7
15 650.96 S 250 1.9 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 0.9
16 694.29 S 283 1.5 ± 0.3 5.4 ± 0.8
16 694.29 H 283 - 5.0 ± 1.0
17 737.62 S 319 1.3 ± 0.3 4.3 ± 0.8
18 780.93 S 356 1.3 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 0.8
18 780.93 H 356 - 6.3 ± 1.2
19 824.24 S 396 1.5 ± 0.3 7.0 ± 1.1
20 867.52 S 437 2.0 ± 0.4 6.4 ± 0.9
21 910.80 S 481 1.2 ± 0.4 6.8 ± 1.1
22 954.05 S 527 1.5 ± 0.3 8.2 ± 1.5
23 997.30 S 575 1.1 ± 0.5 8.4 ± 1.6
24 1040.52 S 625 1.3 ± 0.4 8.2 ± 1.5
25 1083.73 S 677 1.1 ± 0.4 7.5 ± 1.2
25 1083.73 H 677 - 8.9 ± 1.8
26 1126.92 S 731 0.9 ± 0.5 8.9 ± 1.6
27 1170.09 S 787 1.7 ± 0.9 7.6 ± 1.2
28 1213.25 S 845 2.4 ± 1.2 7.1 ± 1.1
28 1213.25 H 845 - 8.3 ± 1.6
29 1256.38 S 905 0.8 ± 0.4 8.4 ± 1.5
30 1299.49 S 968 1.7 ± 0.5 10.4 ± 1.0
31 1342.58 S 1032 1.1 ± 0.5 9.0 ± 1.5
32 1385.65 S 1099 1.3 ± 0.6 10.5 ± 1.8
33 1428.69 S 1167 1.3 ± 0.3 10.3 ± 1.7
35 1514.71 H 1311 - 10.0 ± 2.0
38 1643.55 H 1541 - 7.9 ± 3.0

are based on the assumed distance and on the fit to the ISO spectrum. We first at-
tempted to fit the ISO spectra of both stars using the same silicate species considered
by Khouri et al. (2014c), Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 in thermal contact with metallic iron,
in addition to the amorphous Al2O3 in the GBDS. We have also explored fits using
the other silicate species listed by Khouri et al. (2014c) in Table A.1 of their paper,
of which the optical data was retrieved from the JENA database. The set of optical
constants consists of 22 silicate glasses. It contains data on the most common sili-
cate species used for fitting the spectra of AGB stars and includes species of varying
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silicon, iron, magnesium, and aluminum content. The optical constants of several of
these species are available only down to ∼ 6µm. The missing near-infrared data is
however very important, as the grain temperatures are determined by absorption of
radiation mainly in this wavelength range. Because the iron content is the parameter
that has the strongest effect on the absorption at short wavelengths, we have consid-
ered the near-infrared opacity (for λ < 6µm) of those species for which no data was
available to be identical to that of MgSiO3, Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3, or Mg0.5Fe0.5SiO3, de-
pending on the iron content of the given species. The absorption in the near-infrared
increases from MgSiO3 to Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3 to Mg0.5Fe0.5SiO3.

We then consistently include the radiation field provided by the dust (following
Lombaert et al. 2013) in our modeling of the gaseous wind, using the molecular
excitation and line radiative transfer code GASTRoNOoM (Decin et al. 2006, 2010b).

In modelling the gaseous component of the wind, we first used the CO lines to
constrain the wind properties (i.e. Ṁ, υ∞, and the exponent of the velocity-law, β).
In a next step we calculate SiO models to determine the turbulent velocity – assumed
to be constant throughout the flow – and the SiO abundance.

R Dor and R Cas were observed by all instruments on board Herschel, the Het-
erodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI; de Graauw et al. 2010), the Spectral
and Photometric Imaging Receiver Fourier-Transform Spectrometer (SPIRE; Griffin
et al. 2010), and the Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS; Poglitsch
et al. 2010). The observations were obtained in the context of the guaranteed time
key-programmes HIFISTARS (Menten et al. 2010) and MESS (Groenewegen et al.
2011). Further observations of the SiO emission from R Dor were conducted with
HIFI (P.I. Leen Decin). The goodness of the fits to the measured line fluxes were
quantified by calculating the reduced-χ2 . The quality of the fits to the line shapes
were estimated by eye.

5.3.4 Dataset and data reduction

The data reduction procedures are identical to those detailed by Khouri et al. (2014a)
for W Hya and are briefly described in the following subsections for each of the
instruments. The fluxes measured are given in Table 5.2 and 5.3.

PACS

The observations in the context of the MESS guaranteed-time key-programme of
R Cas (observation identifiers or Obs. IDs 1342212576 and 1342212577) and R Dor
(Obs. IDs 1342197794 and 1342197795) were performed respectively on 2011 Jan-
uary 12 and 2010 June 5. R Dor was also observed on 2011 September 24 (Obs. IDs
1342229706 and 1342229708) for calibration purposes. All the obtained spectra are
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in good agreement. We opted to use only the data from 2010 June 5 for constraining
the properties of R Dor.

The data were reduced with Herschel Interactive Pipeline (HIPE) 12 and cal-
ibration set 65. Since the calibration file for the telescope background cannot be
established in the leak regions of the spectrum, these were masked and removed from
the processing. The data were rebinned with an oversampling factor of 2, which cor-
responds to Nyquist sampling with respect to the resolution of the instrument. R Dor
and R Cas were considered to be point sources from a spectroscopic point of view.
This is justified as the transitions observed by PACS are formed in a region deep in the
molecular envelope, which is small compared to the beam size. The corresponding
beam correction was applied to the spectrum of the central spatial pixel.

In order to estimate the integrated line flux, the CO and SiO lines were fitted
using a Gaussian profile on top of a local, straight continuum. When blends with
neighbouring lines occur, multiple profiles were fitted to a set of lines simultaneously
to improve the quality of the fit. For the continuum fit we used two spectral seg-
ments, one on each side of the fitted group of lines. These segments were taken to
be four times the expected full width half maximum (FWHM) of a single line. We
considered an intrinsic error of 15% on the measured line fluxes, owing to calibration
uncertainties, on top of the error from the Gaussian fitting.

SPIRE

The SPIRE FTS spectra of R Cas and R Dor were respectively taken on 2012 Decem-
ber 12 (Obs. ID 1342246981) and 2012 October 27 (Obs. ID 1342245114). The na-
tive spectral resolution of the FTS is 1.4 GHz (FWHM) with a cardinal-sine-function
instrument line shape. The data were reduced using the HIPE SPIRE FTS pipeline
version 11 assuming both sources to be point sources within the SPIRE beam. The
integrated line fluxes were measured using the script Spectrometer Line Fitting avail-
able in HIPE, which simultaneously fits a power-law to the continuum and a cardinal
sine function to the lines in the unapodized spectra. We adopt a total uncertainty of 15
% for the extracted line fluxes, to which we add the errors of the individual cardinal
sine fits.

HIFI

Transitions J = 16 − 15, 10 − 9 and 6 − 5 of CO and J = 16 − 15 of SiO in the
ground-vibrational state were obtained in the context of the HIFISTARS guaranteed-
time key programme for both R Cas and R Dor. Further observations of R Dor were
carried out (P.I. Leen Decin) in which the ground-vibrational state transitions J =
7− 6 of CO and J = 12− 11, 14− 13, 18− 17, 25− 24, 28− 27, 35− 34 and 38− 37
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Figure 5.5: The opacities of the silicate species used in the best-fit models of W Hya, R Dor and R Cas
are compared. The species used for W Hya and R Dor is Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 (green long-dashed line).
While those used in the best-fit model of R Cas are Ca2Al2SiO7 (red solid line), Mg1.5Fe1.5AlSi3O10.5
(short-dashed black line), and Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3 (purple dotted line).

of SiO were measured.
The observations were reduced using the HIFI pipeline version available in HIPE

11. The task fitBaseline available in this reduction tool was used to subtract the
continuum from the observed spectra. For transition J = 16 − 15 of CO, the vertical
polarization spectrum of both sources was strongly affected by standing waves and
were discarded. For all the remaining transitions, the spectra obtained in the two
polarizations were combined. We used the parameters determined by Roelfsema
et al. (2012) to transform the antennae temperatures measured by HIFI to flux units,
considering the sources to be point-like.

5.4 Dust-phase model

We have calculated models consisting of a GBDS plus different silicate species in the
wind (see Sect. 5.3.3). For R Dor our best fit is obtained with the same species as for
W Hya. We note that the spectrum of this source was not perfectly reproduced even
by our best-fit model. This is because the features at 20 µm and 30 µm are sharper
and stronger than in W Hya. For R Cas, we do not obtain a satisfactory fit using
Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 and our best fit consists of other silicate species. The opacities
of the species used in the best fits for R Dor and R Cas are shown in Fig. 5.5. In
the following sections, we describe our best-fit model, the parameters of which are
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Figure 5.6: Fit to the observed scattered light fractions of R Dor using 0.3µm grains of Mg2SiO4 (blue
short-dashed line) and amorphous Al2O3 (green long-dashed line). The observations (red plusses) at
1.04 µm and 2.06 um are from Norris et al. (2012) and obtained through aperture masking interferom-
etry using NACO-VLT.

presented in Table 5.4.

5.4.1 Model for R Dor

Our dust model for R Dor consists of a gravitationally bound shell of amorphous
Al2O3 that is responsible for most of the emission at 12 µm and a wind contain-
ing Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 in thermal contact with metallic iron. Amorphous Al2O3

grains can also be present in the wind (and likely are) but their contribution to the
dust excess is much smaller than that of the GBDS because of the low aluminum
abundance in combination with the low gas mass-loss rate. The scattering light frac-
tions were fitted by considering grains with radii of 0.3 µm. The size of the grains
and distance of the shell, 1.6 R⋆, were adopted from Norris et al. (2012). We adopted
a thickness of 0.1 R⋆ for the scattering shell; this parameter is not constrained for
our model. We have considered amorphous Al2O3 and Mg2SiO4 as the possible scat-
tering agents. We have chosen these two species because silicates are thought to be
the best candidates for driving the wind in oxygen-rich AGB stars (Höfner 2008) and
Al2O3 is expected to condense quite close to oxygen-rich AGB stars and is found
to be an important contributor to their infrared spectra. The scattered light fractions
can be fitted equally well by both species, as shown in Fig. 5.6. In order to reproduce
the observed scattering, a population of large amorphous Al2O3 grains requires a total
mass of this species of 2.0× 10−10 M⊙, while for large Mg2SiO4 grains a total mass of
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Table 5.4: Best-fit parameters of the GBDS and dust outflow of R Cas, R Dor and W Hya. Tbb and L are the black-body stellar effective temperatures
and luminosities; Ṁdust and RSil

◦
are the dust mass-loss rate and the inner radius of the envelope of silicate emission; MAl2O3

GBDS is the mass of amorphous
Al2O3 grains in the GBDS. Columns 6 through 10 list the dust mass fractions of I - Ca2Al2SiO7, II - Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7, III - Mg1.5Fe1.5AlSi3O10.5,
IV - Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3, and V - Fe, respectively. ṀSi

dust, ṀAl
dust, and ṀCa

dust are the mass-loss rates of silicon, aluminum, and calcium atoms.

Source Tbb L Ṁdust RSil
◦ MAl2O3

GBDS I II III IV V ṀSi
dust ṀAl

dust ṀCa
dust

[K] [L⊙] [M⊙ year−1] [R⋆] [M⊙] [M⊙ year−1] [M⊙ year−1] [M⊙ year−1]

R Cas 2100 2080 7.1× 10−10 10 1.2 × 10−9 0.40 - 0.40 0.20 - 1.3 × 10−10 7.6× 10−11 8.3 × 10−11

W Hya 2500 5400 4.0× 10−10 27 1.5 × 10−9 - 0.50 - - 0.50 2.8 × 10−11 3.6× 10−11 5.3 × 10−11

R Dor 3000 8650 1.6× 10−10 60 5.7 × 10−10 - 0.55 - - 0.45 1.2 × 10−11 1.5× 10−11 2.2 × 10−11

Table 5.5: Best-fit parameters for the gaseous outflow of R Cas, R Dor and W Hya. D is the assumed distance to the sources. Ṁgas, ǫ, β, υ∞, and R◦
are, respectively, the gas mass-loss rate, the exponent of the temperature power law, the exponent of the velocity power law, the maximum expansion
velocity, and the radius of the onset of acceleration of the flow, all obtained from CO line-fitting. υturb and f SiO

◦
are, respectively, the turbulent velocity

and the initial SiO abundance, both obtained from SiO line-fitting. ṀSi
gas, ṀAl

gas, and ṀCa
gas are the mass-loss rates in silicon, aluminum and calcium

atoms from a solar composition wind and the gas-mass loss rates given in Column 4.

Source D Ṁ ǫ β υ∞ R◦ υturb f SiO
◦ ṀSi

gas ṀAl
gas ṀCa

gas
[pc] [M⊙ year−1] - - [km s−1] [R⋆] [km s−1] - [M⊙ year−1] [M⊙ year−1] [M⊙ year−1]

R Cas 106 1.0 × 10−6 0.75 1.5 10.0 10.0 1.0 5.0 × 10−6 9.1 × 10−10 7.6 × 10−11 8.7 × 10−11

W Hya 78 1.3 × 10−7 0.65 5.0 7.5 2.0 0.7 3.5 × 10−5 1.2 × 10−10 9.9 × 10−12 1.1 × 10−11

R Dor 59 9 × 10−8 0.65 5.0 5.5 1.6 1.0 6.0 × 10−5 8.1 × 10−11 6.8 × 10−12 7.9 × 10−12
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5 SiO depletion in low-mass-loss rate oxygen-rich AGB stars

1.3 × 10−10 M⊙ is needed. Assuming a solar abundance mixture, full aluminum con-
densation and 15% silicon condensation (see Section 5.5.3), the amorphous Al2O3

and Mg2SiO4 dust masses correspond to total (gas plus dust) masses of 1.4× 10−6 M⊙
and 1.9 × 10−7 M⊙, respectively. Small (∼ 0.03µm) grains of amorphous Al2O3 in
the GBDS do not contribute to the scattering of light but likely dominate the emis-
sion at 12µm. Small Mg2SiO4 grains might also be present in the GBDS but their
existence cannot be corroborated with the data at hand. Our best fit model to the
observed ISO SWS spectrum is shown in the upper panels of Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. A
total mass of 5.7 × 10−10 M⊙ of amorphous Al2O3 grains was included in the GBDS
in the fit. This population can contain small and large grains, as long as the amount
of large grains does not exceed the 2.0× 10−10 M⊙ limit determined from the fit to the
scattered light fractions. The two observables can be explained by a single population
of amorphous Al2O3 grains. We have only explored models in which the scattering
is done by a single dust species but the observations could be explained equally well
by composite grains or by co-existing populations of different species.

Placing amorphous Al2O3 grains in a GBDS at 1.6 R⋆ from a star with an effec-
tive temperature of 3000 K results in very high dust temperatures, of ∼ 2000 K. How-
ever, comparing a stellar black-body spectrum to visible and near-infrared photomet-
ric measurements of R Dor shows that the black-body significantly over-predicts the
stellar light shortwards of about 1 µm, where a dense forest of molecular lines blocks
the stellar flux (see Fig. 5.1). We have calculated models with flux values at these
shorter wavelengths that fit the photometric observations and obtained temperatures
for the amorphous Al2O3 grains of ∼ 1700 K. These temperatures are still quite high
but closer to the temperature range in which Al2O3 grains are expected to survive.

In addition to the GBDS (containing the amorphous Al2O3), our best fit model
includes an outflow with a dust mass-loss rate of 1.6× 10−10 M⊙ year−1, composed of
55% Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 and 45% metallic iron. These two species are assumed to
be in thermal contact. In order to fit the spectrum of R Dor we require an inner radius
of the dust envelope of these composite grains of ∼ 60 R⋆. This value is not strongly
constrained, as we discuss in Sect. 5.4.3.

5.4.2 Model for R Cas

The model of the circumstellar envelope of R Cas too consists of a GBDS and an
outflow. Our best fit model for R Cas is shown in the lower panel of Figs. 5.7
and 5.8. The GBDS contains 1.2 × 10−9 M⊙ of amorphous Al2O3. The wind has
a dust mass-loss rate of 7.2 × 10−10 M⊙ year−1, of which 40% is Ca2Al2SiO7, 40% is
Mg1.5Fe1.5AlSi3O10.5 and 20% is Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3. The silicate dust temperature that
provides the best-fit to the observed ratio between the two silicate peaks constrains
the inner radius of silicate emission to be ∼ 10 R⋆.
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Figure 5.7: Upper panel: Best dust fit (dashed-blue line) compared to the ISO spectrum of R Dor
(full-red line), composed of Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 and metallic iron grains that are in thermal contact.
No attempt was made to fit the 13 µm feature. Lower panel: Best dust fit (dashed-blue line) compared
to the ISO spectrum of R Cas, composed of Ca2Al2SiO7, Mg1.5Fe1.5AlSi3O10.5, and Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3
grains that are in thermal contact. The long-dashed green lines represent the input black-body spectrum
and the red plusses are photometric points from Ducati (2002). For details on the dust properties of
both models, see Table 5.4.

5.4.3 Confidence on the derived parameters for the dusty wind

The parameters of the best fit models listed in Table 5.4 are subject to uncertainties
that are difficult to assess. We now discuss which of the derived quantities provide a
reliable basis for comparison between the three sources.
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Figure 5.8: Upper panel: Best dust fit (dashed-blue line) compared to the continuum-subtracted ISO
spectrum of R Dor (full-red line), composed of Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 and metallic iron grains that
are in thermal contact. Lower panel: Best dust fit (dashed-blue line) compared to the continuum-
subtracted ISO spectrum of R Cas (full-red line), composed of Ca2Al2SiO7, Mg1.5Fe1.5AlSi3O10.5, and
Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3 grains that are in thermal contact. For details on the dust properties of both models,
see Table 5.4.

Amorphous Al2O3 mass in the GBDS

The derived mass in amorphous Al2O3 grains in the GBDS is a function of four
parameters: the near-infrared opacity of the amorphous Al2O3 grains, the stellar tem-
perature, the shape of the input stellar spectrum, and the location of the GBDS.

The radius of the GBDS is derived from the measured scattered light fractions for
W Hya and R Dor but unfortunately there are no observational constrains for R Cas.
Another scattering dust shell was observed in the oxygen-rich AGB star, R Leo, at
1.6 R⋆ (Norris et al. 2012). Since this dust shells are found recurrently close to the
stars and observations do not show large variations from one source to another, we
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assumed the GBDS of R Cas to be at 1.6 R⋆. A shell with a 2.0 R⋆ radius will require
a grains mass 15% larger to produce the required amorphous Al2O3 emission. The
uncertainty on the near-infrared opacity of amorphous Al2O3 has probably the biggest
impact on the derived masses, as not many measurements of optical constants of this
dust species are available for short wavelengths (λ < 6µm). However, the obtained
temperatures for the amorphous Al2O3 are close to the temperatures at which this
dust species is expected to condense lending support to our results. As discussed by
Khouri et al. (2014b), the GBDS masses are inversely proportional to the temperature
of the amorphous Al2O3 grains. The stellar black-body temperatures were derived
based on the fit to the SWS spectra and can be uncertain by about 20%. As noted in
Sect. 5.4.1, uncertainties in the stellar flux for wavelengths shorter than 1 µm may
lead to uncertainties in grain temperatures of about 15%. Therefore, the effect of the
uncertainties of the input stellar spectrum and temperature on the derived amorphous
Al2O3 GBDS masses are about 25%. Adding an error of 15% due to uncertainties
in the inner radius of the GBDS, leads to a total uncertainty of roughly 30% on
the derived GBDS masses. The effect of uncertainties in the near-infrared opacity
are difficult to estimate quantitatively but we conclude that a relative comparison
of GBDS properties should not be strongly affected as we apply the same set of
amorphous Al2O3 optical data for all stars.

RSil
◦

, Ṁdust and elemental dust mass-loss rates

There is a degeneracy between the derived dust mass-loss rate, the inner radius of
the dust emission envelope and the near-infrared opacity of the dust. In our models,
the dust species in the flow were all considered to be in thermal contact and the
near-infrared opacity of the mixture can be increased by including or increasing the
content of metallic iron of the particles.

For W Hya, the degeneracy between these three parameters was lifted by includ-
ing two other observables to the dataset, namely the the spatial extent of the 70 µm
emission detected in the PACS images and the inner radius for the silicate emission
envelope (Khouri et al. 2014c). This implies that the obtained dust mass-loss rate
and inner radius of the emission are more strongly constrained than for the other two
sources. Although the dust species considered in the best fit to the infrared excess
of this source might not reflect precisely the composition of the dust in the wind,
the derived silicon dust mass-loss rate is quite well constrained. This is because the
strength of the 9.7µm feature in silicates correlates with their SiO2 content (Koike
& Hasegawa 1987; Khouri et al. 2014c) and because of the additional constraints on
the inner radius of the envelope. For calcium and aluminum the situation is different.
Because of the lack of suitable laboratory spectra we could not study how the features
of the silicate species change for a lower content of these two elements. Therefore,
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the mass-loss rates derived for aluminum and calcium in the dust are not strongly
constrained and should be interpreted with care.

For R Cas, the fit consists of dust species that contain iron. This results in high
near-infrared opacities and, therefore, there is no need to add metallic iron to the dust
mixture. Furthermore, a good fit cannot be found when metallic iron is added to the
model even if the inner radius of the silicate emission, RSil

◦
, and the mass-loss rate

are modified accordingly. The reason for this is that the contrast between the silicate
features and the underlying dust continuum emission decreases when metallic iron
is added, resulting in a significantly poorer fit quality. As the near-infrared opacity
depends on the dust mixture that best fits the infrared features rather than on the
additional free parameter of metallic iron content, the derived inner radius, RSil

◦
, is a

robust result for the dust composition obtained.
For R Dor the derived dust mass-loss rate, inner radius and metallic iron content

are not strongly constrained. The weakness of the silicate feature at 9.7 µm further
complicates the determination of these parameters. Moreover, the 20 µm and 30 µm
features seen in the SWS spectrum are not well-fitted by our model. These features
are sharper than those seen in W Hya and R Cas at the same wavelengths and were
interpreted by Sloan et al. (2003b) as being due to crystalline material. If the iron
content of the dust mixture is decreased, the dust mass-loss rate has to be increased
and the inner radius, RSil

◦
, decreased. However, a higher silicon content in the dust

is in sharp contrast with the very modest depletion of silicon found in the gas-phase
analysis (see Section 5.5). To quantify matters, a model with an inner radius of 30 R⋆
rather than 60 R⋆ requires about twice as much silicon in the solid phase.

We estimate the dust mass-loss rates required to fit the infrared excess of W Hya
and R Cas to be uncertain by a factor of 1.5. For R Dor the uncertainty is about a
factor of two because of the weakness of the silicate 9.7µm feature and possible
presence of crystalline material that is not accounted for in our model.

5.5 Gas-phase analysis

We have calculated molecular gas-phase models to fit the observed CO and SiO line
strengths and shapes observed by Herschel. We approximated the temperature struc-
ture of the envelope by a power-law and considered the exponent, ǫ, to be a free
parameter. Other parameters varied were the mass-loss rate, the maximum expansion
velocity, υ∞, the exponent of the β-type velocity-law, the radius of the onset of the
wind acceleration, R◦, and the turbulent velocity in the wind, υturb. As for the model
for W Hya in Khouri et al. (2014b), the turbulent velocity was constrained from the
observed shift in the SiO line profiles.
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Table 5.6: Range of values of wind properties of R Cas and R Dor reported in the literature (see Section
5.3).

Parameter Range of values
R Cas R Dor

Ṁ [M⊙ year−1] 2 × 10−7 – 2 × 10−6 4 × 10−8 – 1.8 × 10−7

υ∞ [km s−1] 9 – 12 5 – 6
ǫ 0.5 – 0.85 0.5– 0.85
β 0.5 – 5 0.5 – 5
R◦ [R⋆] 2 – 20 2
υturb [km s−1] 1.0 0.5 – 2.0
f ◦SiO 1 × 10−6 – 2 × 10−5 3 × 10−5 – 8 × 10−5

5.5.1 Dissociation radii

R Dor: Schöier et al. (2004) found that the SiO envelope of R Dor is better described
by an inner high-abundance region and an outer low-abundance region, the rather
abrupt boundary of which is at ∼ 1.2 × 1015 cm. The SiO lines modeled in this pa-
per are predominantly formed within the inner 1015 cm of the envelope and thus our
models are not very sensitive to this boundary. Only the lower-excitation transitions
(Jup ∼< 20) are marginally affected. We therefore opt to model the SiO lines using a
smooth abundance profile (see Eq. 5.1) of which the value of re represents the radius
at which the SiO abundance decreases either because of dissociation or any other
process. For CO, the value for the dissociation radius found by Olofsson et al. (2002)
to best fit the low-excitation line profiles is three times smaller than theoretical calcu-
lations by Mamon et al. (1988) indicate. This small CO envelope is still considerably
larger than the outer edge of the high-SiO-abundance region.
R Cas: Schöier et al. (2011b) modeled interferometric observations of low-excitation
CO transitions from R Cas and found that the present-day mass-loss rate has lasted
for only about 200 years. This corresponds to roughly 500 AU (or ≈ 7.5 × 1015 cm),
considering an expansion velocity of 10 km/s. All modeled lines are produced within
the inner 500 AU of the envelope and this mass-loss rate discontinuity therefore has
no significant impact on our results. The SiO dissociation radius determined by Lu-
cas et al. (1992) and González Delgado et al. (2003a) (at ∼ 1016 cm) is large enough
to encompass the SiO formation region of all transitions modeled by us. We thus
conclude that our CO and SiO models for R Cas are independent of the choice of
dissociation radii.

For both sources, we adopt the values predicted by Mamon et al. (1988) for CO.
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For SiO we assume an abundance profile

f (r) = f ◦SiO e−(r/re)2
, (5.1)

in which f ◦SiO is the initial SiO abundance and re is the radius at which the abundance
has decreased by a factor e. We have adopted the values for re obtained by Schöier
et al. (2004) and González Delgado et al. (2003a) for R Dor and R Cas respectively
(see Table 5.5).

5.5.2 CO modelling results

We calculated a set of models for the CO emission representative of the parameters
of R Dor and R Cas reported in the literature. The relevant parameters and the range
of values they cover are given in Table 5.6. We adopt a CO abundance of 4 × 10−4

relative to H2.

R Dor

The best fit is obtained with Ṁ = 9 × 10−8 M⊙ year−1, ǫ = 0.65, υ∞ = 5.7 km s−1,
R◦ = 2 R⋆ and β = 5.0. The corresponding CO line shapes and fluxes are compared
to observation in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10.

Our model for R Dor predicts the line fluxes and shapes very well. However, a
small discrepancy is seen in the blue wing of the J = 6 − 5, 7 − 6 and 10 − 9 lines.
We speculate that this might be due to the insertion of extra momentum in the wind
at large distances from the star, as proposed by Khouri et al. (2014b) for W Hya. We
do not pursue this issue any further here as it is a small effect that does not impact the
derived SiO abundances.

R Cas

The best fit parameters for R Cas are: Ṁ = 1.0 × 10−6 M⊙ year−1, ǫ = 0.75, υ∞ =
10.0 km s−1, R◦ = 10 R⋆ and β = 1.5. The fits to the CO line shapes and fluxes are
shown in in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12.

The line fluxes of the high-excitation lines (Jup > 23) are not well reproduced
for R Cas. The measured values are significantly weaker than the predicted ones. In
order to better fit these line strengths, we considered a larger radius for the onset of the
acceleration, a lower effective temperature for the source and a steeper temperature
gradient. None of these attempts result in fluxes lower than the ones of the best-
fit model, even when resorting to extreme values of these parameters. Though the
cause of the discrepancy is unclear, one explanation might be that since these lines
are formed within the inner 10 R⋆ the level populations might be affected by shocks.
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Figure 5.9: Best CO model for R Dor (dashed-blue line) compared to HIFI observations (full-red line).
The model parameters are given in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.10: Best CO model for R Dor (full-red line with crosses) compared to the line fluxes measured
using PACS (green crosses), SPIRE (blue circles) and HIFI (purple squares). The model parameters are
given in Table 5.5.

Alternatively, a variable mass-loss may be responsible. This latter explanation seems
unlikely as the change in mass loss should have happened only about 20 years ago.

The models reproduce the line shapes fairly well but that of transition J = 6 − 5
deviates from the observed one in the blue wing. There is significantly more emission
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Figure 5.11: Best CO model for R Cas (dashed-blue line) compared to HIFI observations (full-red line).
The model parameters are given in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.12: Best CO model for R Cas (full-red line with crosses) compared to the line fluxes measured
using PACS (green crosses), SPIRE (blue circles) and HIFI (purple squares). The model parameters are
given in Table 5.5.

detected by HIFI for velocities below ∼ -7 km s−1 than our model can account for.
This discrepancy seems to reflect an asymmetry in the wind and is consistent with
the addition of extra momentum far from the star. A similar structure is seen in the
red wing of the same transition but it is much weaker than its blue wing counterpart.
We note that interferometric maps show that on a larger scale (probed by transition
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Figure 5.13: Best SiO model for R Dor (blue-dashed line) compared to HIFI observations (full-red
line). The model parameters are given in Table 5.5.

J = 2 − 1 of CO) the wind is fairly spherically symmetric (Castro-Carrizo et al.
2010). Therefore, if a direction dependent velocity profile exists in the wind of R Cas,
it is only detectable in the inner wind (r < 500 AU). As this discrepancy between the
red and blue wings is seen only for transition J = 6− 5, we do not expect the process
responsible for it to have any effect on the observed SiO transitions.

5.5.3 SiO modelling results

For the SiO model we adopted the results for the wind structure obtained from the
CO modelling. We used the observations of the line shapes and fluxes to constrain
the turbulent velocity in the outflow and the SiO abundance, respectively.

R Dor

The best-fit model is compared to the observed SiO line shapes and fluxes in Figs.
5.13 and 5.14. The turbulent velocity has an effect on the derived abundance, espe-
cially for optically thick transitions formed in winds with low expansion velocity, as
is the case for the SiO transitions in the wind of R Dor. For this reason and because
we can determine it virtually independently of the SiO abundance, we constrained
the turbulent velocity first. The value that best fits the observed blue-wing absorption
for R Dor is 1.0 km s−1.

The HIFI line shapes of R Dor reveal a bump in the blue wing of the lines which is
not reproduced by our models. The extra emission is seen in all observed transitions
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Figure 5.14: Best SiO model for R Dor (full-red line with crosses) compared to SPIRE (blue circles)
and HIFI (purple squares) observations. The model parameters are given in Table 5.5.

and its contribution to the integrated flux increases for higher-excitation transitions.
For transition J = 12 − 11 the bump amounts to a few percent of the total emission,
while in transition J = 28 − 27 it accounts for about a third of the integrated flux.
No extra emission is seen in the transition J = 2 − 1 of SiO (Schöier et al. 2004),
confirming the trend seen in the Herschel data. Hence, this emission is probably
produced very close to the star. The velocity at which the extra SiO emission is seen
matches with the extra emission seen in CO (see Sect. 5.5.2), but we are not able to
confirm if they are related. The origin of this extra emission is not clear. Even when
correcting for it, we obtain a very high SiO abundance for R Dor of fSiO ≥ 5.5× 10−5

relative to H2.

R Cas

We show the comparison between the best-fit model and the observed SiO line shapes
and fluxes in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16. The turbulent velocity could not be determined for
R Cas because it is much smaller than the typical expansion velocity of the wind. We
find that changing the turbulent velocity from 1.0 km s−1 to 0.5 km s−1 or 2.0 km s−1

causes the line fluxes to change by 10% at most. Therefore, the uncertainty on this
parameter has a very small impact on the derived SiO abundances.

The overall trend predicted by our models is that the integrated line strengths
increase with increasing excitation energy. The observations, however, do not show
this. The high-excitation transitions typically have large observational errors but there
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Figure 5.15: Best SiO model for R Cas (dashed-blue line) compared to transition J = 16− 15 observed
by HIFI (full-red line). The model parameters are given in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.16: Best SiO model for R Cas (full-red line with crosses) compared to SPIRE (blue circles)
and HIFI (purple squares) observations. The model parameters are given in Table 5.5. Models with an
inner, higher SiO abundance envelope are shown (see Sect. 5.6.3) with transition radii of 10 R⋆ (full-
yellow line with filled circles), 15 R⋆ (full-light-blue line with filled squares) and 20 R⋆ (full-brown
line with crosses).

is a mismatch nonetheless. The lines with Jup > 20 are formed close to the star
(r ≤ 20 R⋆), similar to the CO transitions with Jup > 23 (r ≤ 10 R⋆) that are also
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over-predicted by our models. Although it is not clear if these two discrepancies are
related, they might have the same cause.

Independent of this mismatch, we obtain comparatively low values for the SiO
abundance in R Cas, fSiO ≤ 1 × 10−5 relative to H2, even when we fit only the low-
excitation lines (12 < Jup < 20) that are accurately reproduced by our models.

5.5.4 Confidence on the derived parameters for the gaseous wind

As for the dust models, we now assess the uncertainty in the derived parameters listed
in Table 5.5.

The luminosities are based on the black-body fit to the ISO SWS spectra. As
discussed in Sect. 5.4.1, this black-body stellar spectrum overestimates the flux at
short wavelengths for W Hya and R Dor, leading to higher derived dust temperatures.
The effect of a lower flux below 1µm on the derived gas properties are negligible,
however.

The gas mass-loss rate and the exponent of the temperature law are to some extent
degenerate. We estimate an uncertainty of 0.1 in the derived value of ǫ and of a factor
of two, at most, on the derived gas mass-loss rates. This uncertainty propagates to
errors of also a factor of two in the derived elemental mass-loss rates, ṀSi

gas, ṀAl
gas, and

ṀCa
gas.

The value of the exponent of the β-type velocity law and of the radius of onset
of acceleration, R◦, also depend on one another. Higher values of R◦ correspond to
lower values of β. For W Hya and R Dor, R◦ was assumed to be equal to the radii
measured by Norris et al. (2012) for the scattering halos around these sources. For
R Cas, we considered a higher value of this parameter in order to decrease the fluxes
of the high-excitation CO transitions. However, since these transitions are not well-
fitted by our best model even when considering this larger radius for the onset of
acceleration, we conclude that the determined value is not well constrained.

Despite the uncertainty in the mass-loss rate and ǫ, the SiO abundance, f SiO
◦

,
is quite well constrained. That is because changes in these two parameters have
opposite effects on the line fluxes of the SiO transitions. We conclude that the SiO
abundances for the three sources are robust results. The estimated uncertainty for
R Dor is ∼ 20%. For R Cas, the uncertainty is larger because of the discrepancy
between the higher- and lower-excitation lines. Nonetheless, the upper limit of 1 ×
10−5 is solid.
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5.6 Discussion

We are now in a position to compare the properties of the gas and dusty winds of
W Hya (Khouri et al. 2014c,b), R Dor and R Cas using our homogeneous modelling
approach. Although the errors on the derived quantities are not insignificant, our ho-
mogeneous modelling approach still allows for meaningful relative comparisons of
the modelling results. Because we have only studied three stars it is very difficult to
extract trends from this analysis. Nevertheless, it is still interesting to establish if the
results obtained are consistent with what is expected from larger studies and/or the-
ory. We first compare the results of the dust fits and the properties of the gas outflow
of the three stars. That is followed by a comparative analysis of the elemental budget
of the dust forming species, silicon, aluminum and calcium. Finally, we discuss the
scattered light fractions fits for W Hya and R Dor in the context of the wind driving.

5.6.1 Comparing the best fit dust models

The dust composition of R Cas stands out relative to that of the other sources. This is
because of the higher flux between 20 µm and 28 µm and the weaker relative strength
of the broad 30 µm feature, which is fitted by calcium-bearing species in our models.
The consequence is a best fit with a more “classical” set of Fe-containing amorphous
silicate species. We believe this result reflects differences in the intrinsic composi-
tion of the dust in the circumstellar environment of R Cas and the other two objects.
However, the comparison between the continuum-subtracted spectra (see Fig. 5.4)
suggests a more progressive change in dust composition from R Dor to W Hya to
R Cas which is not fully captured by our models.

The dust mass-loss rates are progressively higher from R Dor to W Hya to R Cas.
This agrees with the trend discussed in Sect. 5.2. Our results suggest that lower dust
mass-loss rates correspond to larger inner radii for silicate emission. However, since
the inner radius derived for R Dor are rather uncertain and our sample is very small,
no firm conclusion can be drawn. We note that the temperature of the silicates at the
inner radius of the envelope in W Hya and R Cas are about 500 K, while that of R Dor
is only of ∼ 300 K. The gas temperatures at this inner boundary are comparable for
the three sources, ∼ 300 K.

The Al2O3 GBDS

If the amorphous Al2O3 emission would originate in the outflow, the dust models
would require stronger amorphous Al2O3 emission than is obtained by considering
full aluminum condensation in the wind. This discrepancy is about a factor of ten for
R Dor and W Hya and is about a factor of three for R Cas. This problem is avoided if
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most of the amorphous Al2O3 emission seen in low-Ṁ oxygen-rich AGB stars does
not come from the wind but from a GBDS.

The amount of mass in amorphous Al2O3 grains in the GBDS of R Dor, 5.7 ×
10−10 M⊙, requires a gas mass of 4.0 × 10−6 M⊙ if solar composition and full alu-
minum condensation are assumed. In the case of R Cas and under the same assump-
tions, the mass in amorphous Al2O3 grains and gas needed are 1.2 × 10−9 M⊙ and
8.4 × 10−6 M⊙ respectively. For W Hya, Khouri et al. (2014c) obtained an amor-
phous Al2O3 mass in the GBDS of 1.5 × 10−9 M⊙, which corresponds to a gas mass
of 1.0 × 10−5 M⊙. When these gas masses are compared to the mass lost per pulsa-
tion cycle of each star, we find that about 2.2%, 1.4% and 17.6% of the GBDS of
amorphous Al2O3 is expected to be lost in each pulsation cycle by R Dor, W Hya,
and R Cas, respectively.

Relative to the gas mass-loss rates, the amorphous Al2O3 emission from the
GBDS in R Cas is less prominent than in R Dor and W Hya. Because of its higher
mass-loss rate, the wind of R Cas likely starts in a higher density medium. We assume
that the gas-phase aluminum depletion is comparable between the three sources and,
consequently, a higher density in the GBDS region implies a smaller radial extent for
the GBDS in R Cas. When this effect is considered together with the smaller amount
of mass found in our models for the GBDS of R Cas, we conclude that the GBDS
is much less important for R Cas than for W Hya and R Dor. We note that R Cas is
a Mira-type variable, while R Dor and W Hya are semi-regular (SR) variables. The
different pulsation properties may have an impact on the formation and importance
of the GBDS. Second, the lower effective temperature of R Cas possibly allows for
other dust species to condense closer to the star than for R Dor and W Hya. This
might suppress the amorphous Al2O3 emission. Indeed, our analysis shows that in
R Cas more silicates condense, and closer to the star, than in the other two stars. The
study of a larger sample of Miras and SRs is however needed to establish whether
pulsation properties and/or the effect of stellar temperature on dust formation are
indeed responsible for the observed differences.

The 13µm feature and the crystallinity of the Al2O3 grains

The results regarding the required amorphous Al2O3 masses in the GBDS of the three
stars raise questions on the lattice structure of Al2O3 grains placed so close to the
stars and on how that could impact our findings. We note that our models do require
a large amount of amorphous Al2O3 grains in the GBDS but that a population of
crystalline Al2O3 grains could also exist in the GBDS, and likely does given the high
temperatures found. We recall that the derived temperature of the grains depends on
the location of the GBDS and that we have no observational constrains for the inner
radius of the GBDS in R Cas. However, assuming the radii of the three sources to be
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comparable, we can estimate the relative crystallinity of Al2O3 grains if we consider
crystalline Al2O3 to be the carrier of the 13 µm feature (Sloan et al. 2003a; Zeidler
et al. 2013). Using the optical constants from Zeidler et al. (2013), Khouri et al.
(2014c) found that for W Hya the crystallinity of the Al2O3 grains would have to
be only about 5% to explain the 13µm feature. Considering that R Dor and W Hya
present roughly the same flux at 15 µm in their stellar continuum subtracted spectra
but that the 13 µm feature is about 2.5 times stronger in R Dor, we conclude that, if
the 13 µm band is indeed due to crystalline Al2O3, the crystallinity in the GBDS of
R Dor is about 2.5 times larger than that in W Hya. For R Cas, the 13µm feature is
two times weaker than the one seen in W Hya’s spectrum, when scaling the stellar-
continuum subtracted spectra to the same flux level at 15µm. This indicates that the
crystallinity in R Cas is lower by about a factor of two. In this context and for the
three stars considered here, the crystallinity of Al2O3 would increase with increasing
temperature found for the grains in the GBDS, as expected. The mass in crystalline
Al2O3 grains would be significantly smaller than that in amorphous Al2O3 for all
sources but it could correspond to more than 10% of the Al2O3 grains in the GBDS
of R Dor.

We speculate that the existence of a GBDS contributes to the formation of crys-
talline grains, as the dust species formed in this region are exposed to higher temper-
atures for longer times than the dust species formed in the wind. From the fraction of
the GBDS that is lost per pulsation cycle we can calculate the maximum average time
a dust grain remains in the GBDS (assuming it is not destroyed in-between pulsation
cycles). This gives 45, 71 and 6 cycles for R Dor, W Hya and R Cas. The time that
Al2O3 grains are in the GBDS of R Cas is much less than for the other two sources.
Since the relative strength of the 13 µm emission is not that different from one source
to the other, we conclude that the crystalline fraction depends more on the tempera-
ture in the GBDS than on the time grains spend there. Our results do not prove that
the 13 µm feature is produced by crystalline Al2O3 but are consistent with the dust
species responsible for the feature being present in the GBDS of the three sources.

5.6.2 Comparing the best fit molecular emission models

The gas mass-loss rates of the three sources are significantly different. The value
obtained for R Cas is about an order of magnitude higher than found for W Hya and
R Dor. The mass-loss rate correlates with the silicon depletion found, as expected
from the data discussed in Sect. 5.2. We do not consider the differences found for β
and R◦ to be significant, as discussed in Sect. 5.4.3, but our results do indicate that
the wind acceleration is quite slow for all sources in the inner tens of stellar radii.
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Table 5.7: Percentages for the gas-phase silicon content and for the Si, Al and Ca dust content, assum-
ing a solar composition outflow.

Source Ṁgas SiSiO Sisilicates Alsilicates Casilicates

[M⊙ year−1] [%] [%] [%] [%]

W Hya 1.3 × 10−7 54 25 365 480
R Dor 9.0 × 10−8 92 15 220 280
R Cas 1.0 × 10−6 8 14 100 95

5.6.3 Confronting the gas- and solid-phase models

We have investigated the role played by silicon as a component of the dust in W Hya,
R Cas and R Dor from two different and independent perspectives. On the one hand,
we have determined the presence of silicon in the solid-phase by studying the amount
of this element needed to reproduce the observed infrared excess. On the other hand,
we obtain the gas-phase abundance of silicon by fitting the SiO pure-rotational lines
measured by Herschel. As SiO is found to be the silicon-bearing molecule with the
highest abundance (Cherchneff 2006) in a solar composition gas (Asplund et al. 2009,
implying 6.5×10−5 Si atoms relative to H2), we expect it to be a good tracer of silicon
atoms in the gas-phase. We have also investigated the role of calcium and aluminum
as dust-forming elements, which too represent an important component of the dust
in low-Ṁ oxygen-rich AGB stars. However, since we do not have data on gas-phase
molecules that contain these elements, we only compare the abundances needed from
the solid-phase model with the maximum abundances expected from the gas-phase
model, assuming a solar composition gas.

The results for the individuals stars are discussed below and summarized in Table
5.7.

W Hya

Khouri et al. (2014b) modeled the envelope of W Hya and found an SiO gas-phase
abundance of 3.5 × 10−5, which corresponds to roughly half of the silicon being
locked up in SiO molecules assuming a solar composition1. The dust model by
Khouri et al. (2014c) requires roughly a quarter of the silicon to be in silicates.
When the uncertainties are taken into account, these two silicon-bearing components
amount to all of the expected silicon in the wind.

1Khouri et al. (2014b) report that 65% of the available silicon is in SiO, and not half, as they relate
the abundance to a solar cabon-to-silicate ratio and an adopted CO abundance of 4 × 10−4, rather than
to a solar CO abundance of 5 × 10−4.
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The authors found that a super-solar abundance of aluminum and calcium was
needed to explain the infrared spectrum with Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7. In their model,
calcium and aluminum would need to have abundances 4.8 and 3.65 times higher
than solar. However, due to the lack of optical data of silicates with different calcium
and aluminum content, the need of a super-solar abundance of these elements cannot
be confirmed. In the case of aluminum, particularly, the presence of this element is
not expected to have a large impact on the observed features of silicate dust (Gervais
et al. 1987).

R Dor

Our best-fit gas-phase model for R Dor reveals an SiO abundance of 6× 10−5 relative
to H2. This corresponds to roughly 90% of all silicon in a solar composition wind.
Based on the uncertainties, a lower limit of ∼ 5.0 × 10−5 can be set to the SiO abun-
dance. This value is still slightly higher than what theoretical calculations predict for
the photospheric SiO abundance (∼ 4.5 × 10−5 Cherchneff 2006). When the uncer-
tainties of the gas-phase SiO abundance are taken into account, our models requires
at least about 80% of the silicon atoms to be in SiO molecules. Assuming a solar
composition, our dust model requires 15% of the silicon to be in the form of silicates.
As discussed in Section 5.4.3, the poorly constrained inner radius of silicate emission
has an impact on the dust mass-loss rate, and on the required amount of silicon in the
solid-phase. Taking these uncertainties into account, it is still possible to find dust
models that are consistent with the gas-phase constraints. Therefore, we conclude
that the dust and gas-phase models for R Dor can account for the total amount of Si
atoms expected for a solar composition wind. Spatially resolved observations of the
9.7 µm silicate emission would help to better constrain the dust mass-loss rate and
solid-phase silicon abundance.

Analogously to the model for W Hya, the dust model for R Dor implies super-
solar aluminum and calcium abundances, by roughly a factor of two and three, re-
spectively. However, the same caveats apply as discussed for W Hya.

R Cas

For R Cas we find an SiO abundance of 5 × 10−6 relative to H2 that is only 8% of the
silicon expected for a solar composition mixture. We note that none of our models
reproduces the trend in line strengths seen in the data (see Fig. 5.16). The abundances
derived are very low (≤ 1× 10−5) even if we fit only the lower excitation lines (Jup ≤

25), which require a higher SiO abundance.
Because of the very low SiO abundance, we can set limits to the outer radius of

a possible high-SiO-abundance inner region. To achieve this, we calculated mod-
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els using a step-function for the SiO abundance profile, with a transition radius, Rs,
where the abundance was decreased by a factor of ten. For r < Rs, we consider the
abundance to be 5 × 10−5 and we apply a ten times lower abundance for r > Rs.
The former value is consistent with predictions of the SiO gas-phase abundance by
(Cherchneff 2006) within reasonable uncertainties. The models calculated in this way
produce higher fluxes for the higher excitation lines (Jup > 25) and deviate even more
from the observed trend. We have tested different values for Rs ranging between 5 R⋆
and 30 R⋆. Models with Rs = 10 R⋆ do not differ significantly from models with
a constant abundance of 5 × 10−6. As shown in Fig. 5.16, this is not the case for
models with larger values of Rs. We conclude that a possible high SiO-abundance
region in R Cas should be confined to the inner 10 R⋆. We note that R Cas is the only
of the three sources for which the radii of silicate emission, SiO depletion and onset
of wind acceleration all seem to agree.

From the dust model, the total amount of silicon needed to fit the infrared excess
is ∼14% of silicon in a solar-composition wind. Given the uncertainties in the model
we place upper limits on the amount of silicon in gas-phase SiO and silicate dust
of 20% and 35% of the solar value. This implies that a large fraction of the silicon
expected from a solar-composition wind is unaccounted for in the wind of R Cas.
Our dust model implies an aluminum and calcium abundance in the outflow that is
consistent with a solar composition wind.

Table 5.8: Comparison of the envelopes of W Hya and R Dor. The last row provides the ratio obtained
by dividing the value obtained for R Dor by that for W Hya for each quantity.

Source Ṁgas Ṁdust MAl2O3
GBDS Msil

scat MAl2O3
scat

[M⊙ year−1] [M⊙ year−1] [M⊙] [M⊙] [M⊙]

R Dor 9.0 × 10−8 1.6 × 10−10 5.7 × 10−10 1.3 × 10−10 2.0 × 10−10

W Hya 1.3 × 10−7 4.0 × 10−10 1.5 × 10−9 3.6 × 10−10 4.9 × 10−10

Ratio 0.69 0.4 0.38 0.36 0.41

Comparing the silicon budget of R Cas, R Dor and W Hya

González Delgado et al. (2003a) found comparable (very low) values for the SiO
abundance in R Cas and R Dor while we find a difference of an order of magnitude,
consistent with the empirical comparison presented in Sect. 5.2. As we study the
inner wind, our results are more representative of the present-day mass-loss rate and
less dependent on the assumed dissociation profile of SiO. This shows the importance
of the data presented here for studying the inner region of these winds, where dust
formation and acceleration take place.
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In this section, we discuss possible solutions for the ‘missing silicon problem’ in
R Cas. As already expected from the comparison in Sect. 5.2, we find R Cas to be
a peculiar object. Although it shows low SiO abundances in the gas-phase, it does
not have a correspondingly strong silicate emission. One difference between R Cas
and R Dor and W Hya is that the first star is classified as a Mira while the others are
semi-regular variables. This difference in pulsation properties might be expected to
influence the chemistry in the inner wind. However, the comparison with the other
two Mira variables discussed in Sect. 5.2 shows that R Cas also behaves differently
from them. We also found a difference between the relative mass needed in the
GBDS between the model for R Cas and the models for W Hya and R Dor. From our
results, we cannot determine if these two differences are related. Several suggestions
can be given to explain the missing silicon in the wind of R Cas. These are: (a) a
silicon abundance 4.5 times lower than that of the Sun; (b) a very high abundance
of another silicon-bearing molecule not accounted for in our gas-phase model; (c)
silicon-bearing dust species not visible in the dust spectrum; or (d) a gas mass-loss
rate about 6 times lower than the one derived by us.

The first option is ruled out, as the abundance of silicon is not modified during
AGB evolution and is determined by the composition of the star when it forms. The
second option seems implausible because the abundance of other dominant silicon-
bearing molecules in O-rich AGB stars (such as SiS or SiO2) are much lower than that
of SiO (Cherchneff 2006; Decin et al. 2010b). While we acknowledge that the gas
mass-loss rate is uncertain for r < 10 R⋆, the CO transitions lower than J = 24 − 23
are well-predicted by our model. Most of the uncertainty on the gas mass-loss rate
discussed in Sect. 5.4.3 is caused by the degeneracy between this parameter and ǫ.
However, the derived SiO abundance is not affected by the uncertainty caused by this
(see Sect. 5.4.3). Hence, the uncertainties on the gas mass-loss rate only affect the
relative solid-phase silicon content. A gas mass-loss rate lower by a factor of 6 is
excluded in the context of our model. We conclude that the most likely solution is
that a large fraction of the silicon atoms are locked-up in silicon-bearing dust species
that are not visible in the infrared spectrum. Such grains have to be very cold and
so must be translucent, or they should not produce the usual resonances at about
9.7 µm and 18 µm used to identify this dust species. The larger amount of silicate
grains undetectable from the infrared spectrum would be consistent with the idea that
depletion from the gas-phase is stronger for higher density flows.

The gas-to-dust ratios

Calculating the gas-to-dust ratios from the dust and gas mass-loss rates result in val-
ues of 325, 562, and 1408 for W Hya, R Dor, and R Cas, respectively. However, the
gas-phase silicon abundance suggests that large amounts of cold silicate dust might
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be present in R Cas without producing emission seen in our data. The dust mass-loss
rate would have to be higher by an order of magnitude in R Cas to account for all
the missing silicon, which we exclude. Since the mass-loss rate of R Cas is much
larger than in the other sources, a lower value of the gas-to-dust ratio would be more
in line with expectations as higher Ṁ imply higher densities and more efficient dust
formation.

5.6.4 Scattered light fractions and wind driving

For W Hya and R Dor an extra constraint on the circumstellar dust is available, the
scattered light fractions observed by Norris et al. (2012). As for W Hya, the observa-
tions of R Dor can be successfully modelled with large grains (∼ 0.3µm) composed
of either amorphous Al2O3 or Mg2SiO4. If silicates are responsible for the scattering
in the envelope of W Hya, the grains cannot be too warm, as observations showed
that no silicate emission was seen close to the star (Zhao-Geisler et al. 2011). The
model obtained by Khouri et al. (2014c) is in agreement with these constraints. If
the silicates form close-by and are responsible for the observed scattered light, they
become visible at large distances from the star (∼ 40 AU) either due to species with
larger near-infrared absorption cross-sections being brought in thermal contact with
them (such as metallic iron) or because of the formation of more silicates with higher
near-infrared absorption cross-sections. The same picture seems to hold for R Dor,
although we do not have any constraints on the inner radius of the silicate emission
envelope for this source.

We can compare the dust masses needed to reproduce the scattered light fractions
with the masses in the GBDS and the mass-loss rates for these two sources (see Table
5.8). The values derived for the dust mass-loss rate, the amorphous Al2O3 mass in
the GBDS and the scattering grain masses scale similarly for the two sources while
the gas mass-loss rates deviate from this trend. We note that the errors associated to
the ratios derived are too large to draw firm conclusions although a tentative interpre-
tation is worthwhile.

In principle, there is no reason to expect the amorphous Al2O3 GBDS masses and
the gas mass-loss rates in our models to correlate, as the amorphous Al2O3 GBDS
is not part of the wind. In contrast, if scattering grains are responsible for driving
the wind, the grain masses needed to reproduce the scattering properties should scale
with the gas mass-loss rates. This does not have to be the case if different depletion
factors for the scattering species are involved. In that sense, the results in Table 5.8
suggest that the depletion is higher by about a factor of two in W Hya than in R Dor.
A different depletion factor for silicon is easier to accommodate in our models (and
it is even observed) than that for aluminum. The masses required in the amorphous
Al2O3 grains both for the emission from the GBDS and to reproduce the scattering
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are very high even when we assume full aluminum depletion. As we do not have
any evidence of distinct aluminum depletion factors for the two sources, we consider
it unlikely that the scattering is due to amorphous Al2O3 grains in the wind if the
derived ratios are accurate. For silicon, however, we have evidence from the gas-
and dust-phase models that the depletion is higher in W Hya than in R Dor. Our
results thus tentatively suggest that if the large grains are responsible for driving the
wind, they are constituted mainly by silicates. Our finding that there is a significant
amount of silicate dust that is not detected in the infrared spectrum of R Cas is in line
with this and lends support to the conclusion that translucent silicates indeed exist
in the wind of low-Ṁ oxygen-rich AGB stars. Still, our models cannot exclude the
possibility that the scattering is done by large Al2O3 grains in the GBDS which are
not responsible for driving the wind. In order to confirm this conclusion, dust models
for sources with similar envelope parameters as W Hya and R Dor must be calculated
to investigate how the amorphous Al2O3 GBDS, scattering grain mass and gas mass-
loss rate correlate. Images that reveal the distribution of the scattering dust grains can
also be used to differentiate between these two scenarios.

5.7 Summary and conclusions

We have calculated models for the dust envelope of R Cas and R Dor assuming a wind
structure that is similar to the one used by Khouri et al. (2014c) for W Hya, consisting
of a gravitationally bound dust shell from which amorphous Al2O3 emission origi-
nates and an outflow from which silicate emission is observed. The infrared excess of
both sources can be reproduced well with this structure, as was the case for W Hya.
This suggests that this wind structure might be the norm for low-Ṁ oxygen-rich AGB
stars. We find that the relative amount of amorphous Al2O3 needed in the GBDS of
R Cas is significantly smaller than for R Dor and W Hya, which might be linked to the
formation of other dust species closer to the star for that object. For W Hya the best
model obtained by Khouri et al. (2014a) consisted of the amorphous Al2O3 GBDS
plus an outflow with Ca2Mg0.5Al2Si1.5O7 grains in thermal contact with metallic
iron. We have calculated models with these two species for both sources but only
obtained a satisfactory model for R Dor. For R Cas we found that a combination
of Ca2Al2SiO7, Mg1.5Fe1.5AlSi3O10.5, and Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3 reproduced the infrared
spectrum better.

The gas-phase models for R Cas and R Dor were confronted with the dust models
in order to study the silicon budget. We find a very high SiO abundance for R Dor
and we are able to account for all the silicon in its wind, as for W Hya. For R Cas,
however, the gas-phase depletion found is very large and there is a substantial amount
of silicon (more than half) that is not account for in the wind. We speculate that a
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population of silicate grains not detectable from the infrared spectrum exists in the
outflow of R Cas. R Cas also differs from two other Miras observed in the HIFIS-
TARS programme, o Cet and TX Cam. In order to understand how unusual R Cas
really is, models for o Cet and TX Cam or for other sources that show amorphous
Al2O3 are needed.

We model the scattered light fractions observed for R Dor using large particles of
amorphous Al2O3 and Mg2SiO4 and compare the results to the previously calculated
model of W Hya. We conclude that there are two possible scenarios to explain the
observations: scattering by amorphous Al2O3 grains in the GBDS or scattering by
silicate grains in the wind. If the scattering is done by silicates, the obtained scattering
masses suggest a two times higher silicon depletion for W Hya than for R Dor. This
is consistent with the results from our gas-phase SiO and dust emission analysis.
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